ISO Claims Solutions

Fire Marshal Dashboard User Guide*
A basic overview of the Fire Marshal Dashboard for new users
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What Is a Dashboard?
A dashboard is a visual interface that provides at-a-glance views into key measures relevant to a
particular objective or business process. Dashboards have three main attributes:
• Dashboards are typically graphical in nature, providing visualizations that can help focus attention on key
trends, comparisons, and exceptions.
• Dashboards often display only data that’s relevant to the goal of the dashboard.
• Because dashboards are designed with a specific purpose or goal, they inherently contain predefined
conclusions that can help relieve end users from performing their own analysis.
Through the use of interactive charts and graphs, the Fire Marshal Dashboard:
• Helps customers manage and analyze fire claim submissions
• Enables customers to improve the quality of the data reported to ISO Claims Solutions by identifying the
required reporting fields and information
• Provides the ability to develop customized reports using the filter, drill-down, and sorting and search
functionality built into each widget
• Allows customers to review fire marshal data for more than one office and/or state at a time, highlighting
regional trends in loss patterns, identifying areas of reporting weakness, and exposing reporting
requirement needs
• Allows users to take advantage of a single, concrete location of claim information that requires updating
to respond to mandatory and statutory requirements for various states
• Allows users to see the claims submitted for their various state fire loss reporting requirements
• Allows users to see the claims that will be reported in the future
• Provides customers the reference to specific state statutes from which the fire loss reporting requirement
for each state is drawn

Fire Marshal Dashboard Overview
The Fire Marshal Dashboard comprises multiple reports, allowing authorized users to review claims
whose submission qualifies for state fire loss reporting requirements administered by ISO Claims
Solutions. To enhance useful data, these reports are updated every 24 to 48 hours.
Filters and drill-down options allow users to manipulate the provided data into smaller claim groups if
necessary. However, if a user desires to view reports from prior years, the dashboard contains visibility
for up to the previous five years.
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Home Page Key Metrics Overview
The Key Metrics home page provides instant insight into your claims that have been matched to a fire
claim or submitted to the fire marshal, and you’ll be able to navigate to any portion of the dashboard from
this page.
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1. A Map of the United States

Color-coded by states for which ISO Claims Solutions satisfies reporting requirements.

• A state in green is a state for which ISO Claims Solutions satisfies the active loss reporting requirements.
• A state in gray is a state for which ISO ClaimSearch does not currently have a process in place to satisfy
the state’s loss reporting requirements on behalf of member companies or the state does not have loss
reporting requirements.
• A state in yellow is a passive state and includes states that allow satisfaction of state regulatory
requirements by submitting fire loss claims to the ISO ClaimSearch database. While no data is actively
sent to these states on behalf of member companies, certain governmental may access information from
the database.
Contained in the map will be a total count of losses reported to ISO Claims Solutions for that
particular state during a specified time frame.
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2. State Claim Information

This table provides a total count of claims, estimated loss amount, and settlement amount by
state as reported to ISO Claims Solutions. The table can be sorted by any column. Additionally,
clicking on any of the states shown will update the remaining displays on the home page to reflect
only the state selected.
The table will assist users with compiling year-end or annual reports that state fire
marshals may require to be submitted by the insurance companies.
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3. Claim Count by Policy Type

This chart reflects the volume of claims reported for a specific policy type, that can give users
insight into which policies and coverages experience high or low loss volumes. The chart may
update and change as individual states are selected, because the dashboard will change its
displays to reflect the state chosen.
NOTE: You may also hover over smaller boxes to read their descriptions.

Additionally, in the filter section at the top of this widget, there’s an option to view the chart
showing more or fewer property types. The default display is set to the top five unique counts of
claims for specific policy types. In the box shown below, users can enter the number of policies
they wish the chart to sort. Claim count can also be filtered by loss type, policy type, coverage
type, or a combination of all three.

4. Filtering Options on the Home Page

The dashboard has several filters that offer the capability to customize your view based on a time
frame and coverage type or show you specific loss detail information about claims in a particular
state.

•
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As a reminder, the dashboard is refreshed with new data every 24 to 48 hours. Claims
that have been updated with missing information or added to the dashboard after the
shown time frame will not display until the dashboard refreshes.
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•

The Dynamic Filter allows users to select specific time frames for claims data.

•

Company – The company tab allows you to
filter the data by company and/or office
code.

•

Date – Use this date slider to adjust the
date range to view a specific day, month, or
time frame of claims based on date of loss
or ISO submission date.

•

Claim Type – Check boxes to display all or
some of the coverage, loss, and policy
types you’d like to see. All other counts and
charts will adjust to reflect the loss types
selected.

•

Claim Details – Filter claims by ISO file number or claim number, status description,
and/or loss state.

•

Applied Filters – View which selected filters are currently being applied to your search.

•

Resetting your filters will remove any single drill-down or customized selection that users
have made. This is located on the left panel of each page.
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Exception Page
Claims on this page reflect prior claims that have not been submitted to the related fire marshal due to
missing or invalid information. Once claims are correctly updated, the claims move to the “Details” tab
after the dashboard is refreshed (every 24 to 48 hours).
A company may update reports by submitting a replacement claim through Universal Format or on the
ISO Claims Solutions reporting website. Companies can use the ISO file number to access the record
and enter the missing information.
To identify the missing or incorrect fields, users can reference the Exception Details column. The four
warnings that a user will see in this column are:
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•

Estimated and/or Settlement Amount Missing

•

Loss Description Invalid

•

Loss Description Invalid and Estimated and/or Settlement Amount Missing

•

Settlement Amount Missing
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Kansas State Requirements

According to the Kansas fire marshal office, all claims must have a loss description containing more than
the word “fire.” Additionally, companies must input an estimated loss amount and/or a settlement amount.
Companies are not required to enter both amounts; however, both fields will appear on the page to
indicate one of them requires attention and completion. Reserve Amount and Amount of Policy are not
acceptable fields to enter monetary values to satisfy this requirement.

Georgia State Requirements

According to the Georgia fire marshal office, companies must input a settlement paid amount. Reserve
Amount and Amount of Policy are not acceptable fields to enter monetary values to satisfy this
requirement.
In addition to these required fields, companies must opt in with the state of Georgia to allow ISO Claims
Solutions to report on their behalf. If an organization fails to opt in with the state, its claims will be sent to
and rejected by the state; notices can’t be provided at the time of said rejections.
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Details Page

This section of the dashboard will provide the basis for the following:
Data for all submitted fire loss claims
This table contains a list of claims submitted to the ISO ClaimSearch database with the loss type “fire”
from a state for which ISO ClaimSearch satisfies active loss reporting requirements through its services to
customers.

• Claims from the Exception page will appear on this Details page once they are updated and corrected.
• Reporting Status indicates whether a claim has already been sent or if it is pending to be sent. States
with a passive reporting requirement will be labeled as “passive.”
• The FM Date signifies when the claim was sent or when a pending claim is projected to be sent.
• Pending claims will change to “Sent” once they’re reported.
• Claims will be updated every 24 to 48 hours.
• After claims are sent, they’re “locked” as sent and any updates will not be reflected in the dashboard.
This is to accurately display exactly what was sent to the respective state fire marshals.
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The states listed below are states for which ISO Claims Solutions satisfies loss reporting requirements.
The states’ data will be contained on this Details page.
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How to Update a Fire Claim on the ISO ClaimSearch Website
To update an “exception” claim that’s missing required information, companies should proceed
with the following steps.
 Log in to the ISO ClaimSearch website and proceed to Claims Reporting.

 After the Claims Reporting screen has been accessed, click on Claim Submission.
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 Once on the Claim Submission page, you may retrieve an existing claim for updating or
researching purposes either by entering the original office code, claim number, date of loss, and
policy number used for submission or by entering the ISO file number. After you’ve entered using
either of those methods, click “Next” in the upper right-hand corner.

 You’ll then be taken to the Claim Summary screen.
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 Once you’re on the Claim Summary screen:
o Click on “Edit Basic Info” to update a cause of loss or loss description.
o Click on the coverage (in this example, general property) to update an estimated or
settlement loss amount.
 You can update a “cause of loss” description here in the highlighted Loss Description free-form
field. Once you’ve updated this information, click “Next” to be brought back to the Claim Summary
page.

 You can update an estimated or settlement loss amount here by scrolling to the bottom of the
Feature page. After you’ve updated this information, click “Next” to be brought back to the Claim
Summary page.

 Once you’ve updated either the cause of loss (by clicking on “Edit Basic Info”) or the estimated or
settlement loss amount (by clicking on the feature highlighted under coverage) or both, click
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“Submit” in the upper right-hand corner to submit a replacement claim with the updated
information.

 You should receive the confirmation message below.

Once you’ve updated the claim with this information, you’re finished. During the 24 to 48 hours
following your submission, the report will regenerate and be reviewed again to ensure it contains
all the correct information to forward to the particular fire marshal.
Companies with questions on Universal Format programming fields should refer to their Universal
Format manual to see what specific fields to program for various requirements, such as loss
description, settlement amount, and estimated loss amount.
As a reminder, companies may also submit the ISO file number, claim number, and corresponding
missing information (estimated or settlement loss amount) to
ISOClaimsComplianceSolutions@verisk.com.
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Export a Table of Information or Image from the ISO ClaimSearch Fire
Marshal Dashboard
This section of the dashboard will provide the basis for the following:


How to export table and image information to Excel to distribute for required purpose

The Key Metrics, Exception, and Details tabs all have the ability to be exported into multiple formats.

To export any chart to Excel, you simply need to right-click on the chart and select “Export.”
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To export any image as a PDF, you simply need to right-click on the chart and select
“Visualization to PDF.”
Note: You may need to enable pop-ups in your web browser to export the image.
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Frequently Asked Questions about the Dashboard and Usage
 How do I return to the original view of my Fire Marshal Dashboard? I’ve made selections,
but I’m not sure how to undo them.
o Click on the “Reset” icon found on the left side of each page.
 Can I move the map at all?
o Users can zoom in and out on the map using the controls on the right-hand side. You
may also click and drag to adjust which section of the map you’re looking at. (Please note
that resetting your filters does not reset the positioning of the map.)
 What if I only want to see a snapshot of a particular state’s data on the home page while
still being able to view the visuals?
o You may click on a state either on the map or on the statistics chart portion. After you’ve
selected your state, the display will show the particular state’s claim details while
maintaining the visuals located on the front page.
 Once I’ve selected the number of coverage types I wish to display on the home page, how
do I confirm my change so that the display will update?
o The chart will update automatically after you’ve checked off the number of coverages you
wish to view.
 After I’ve entered the ISO file number or claim number that I wish to search, how do I
confirm my change so that the display will update?
o By clicking the “Enter” key, the chart will update to display the search result you wish to
view.
 Once we’ve updated a claim listed on the exception page with the required data, when will
it disappear?
o The dashboard will refresh automatically every 24 to 48 hours.
 Can I sort any of the statistical charts, both on the Exception and Details pages?
o All charts are sortable by any particular column. For example, you may click on the “Loss
State” to sort all claims listed alphabetically by state. This feature can be used for any of
the available columns on the data table.
Any further questions may be sent to ISOClaimsComplianceSolutions@iso.com.

* This guide, and the related dashboard, contains select references to state requirements and certain state regulations, but
neither the guide nor the dashboard necessarily reflect all laws and requirements that may apply to the information addressed
therein. ISO Claims Partners, and Insurance Services Office, Inc., does not provide legal advice. This material has been prepared
for informational purposes only and is not intended to provide legal advice and should not be relied on for legal advice.
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